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Abstract. A new mechanism/mode of plastic deformation in ultrafine- and coarse-grained
polycrystalline materials is theoretically described which occurs through nanograin formation
induced by stress fields and transformations of dislocation pile-ups. It is demonstrated that
lattice dislocations of a pile-up stopped at a grain boundary (GB) are trapped at the GB and
transform into GB dislocations. The GB dislocations climb, and this leads to formation of a locally
non-equilibrium GB fragment with tilt misorientation different from that of its neighboring
(equilibrium) grain boundary fragments. The locally non-equilibrium GB fragment under shear
stress splits into an immobile GB segment and mobile GB segment that moves within an
adjacent ultrafine grain, in which case a new nanoscopic grain within the ultrafine grain is formed.
Our theory is consistent with the corresponding experimental data reported in the literature.

1. INTRODUCTION
Ultrafine-grained (UFG) and nanocrystalline materials characterized by superior strength represent the
subject of rapidly growing research efforts motivated
by a wide range of their current and potential applications; see, e.g., [1-24]. The UFG structure in bulk
metallic materials is typically formed due to severe
plastic deformation that causes grain refinement in
initially coarse-grained structures. In order to control the final UFG structure in severely deformed
materials, it is highly interesting to understand and
describe both the nature and micromechanisms for
deformation-induced grain refinement. Despite of the
progress in this area [25,26], micromechanisms for
deformation-induced grain refinement are still the
subject of intense debates. Formation of the UFG
structure during plastic deformation is conventionally treated to occur through continuous evolution

of lattice dislocation ensembles; see, e.g., reviews
[25,26]. This evolution involves generation of dislocation walls, dislocation cell subboundaries and their
further continuous transformation into high-angle GBs
under mechanical load. The discussed representations on grain refinement through continuous evolution of dislocation ensembles are well consistent
with numerous experimental data; see reviews
[25,26] and references therein.
At the same time, there are experimental data
and computer simulation results that can not be
explained within the approach operating with
continuous evolution of dislocation ensembles. For
instance, in the experiment by Wu with coworkers
[27], nanograin nucleation was observed at GBs and
their triple junctions in comparatively large grains of
cobalt under surface mechanical treatment. In order
to explain this phenomenon, it is reasonable to ex-
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ploit ideas on generation of nanograins through splitting and migration of GBs; see computer simulations [28] and theoretical models [29-31]. In doing
so, computer simulations [28] have shown nanograin
nucleation at triple junctions of GBs, and theoretical models [29-31] have also described nanograin
nucleation in vicinities of triple junctions where high
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creating such stresses - are often generated during
intergranular plastic deformation. However, in addition to nanograin formation at triple junctions, the
same formation process was experimentally observed at straight GB fragments distant enough from
triple junctions [27]. The main aim of this paper is
to suggest a theoretical model describing the experimentally observed [27] nanograin nucleation at
straight GB fragments in UFG materials. Within the
suggested approach, a new nanograin is generated
due to transformations of dislocation pile-ups
stopped by GBs.

2. STRESS-DRIVEN NUCLEATION OF
NANOGRAINS DUE TO
TRANSFORMATIONS OF
DISLOCATION PILE-UPS:
GENERAL ASPECTS AND
GEOMETRY
Let us consider geometric features of plastic
deformation mode occurring through stress-driven
nucleation of nanograins due to transformations of
dislocation pile-ups in ultrafine-grained (UFG)
materials. Fig. 1a schematically shows a twodimensional section of an UFG solid consisting of
ultrafine grains divided by GBs. The solid is under
mechanical load and contains a pileup of lattice edge
dislocations stopped by GB A B (Figs. 1a and 1b).
The dislocations are characterized by the Burgers
vector magnitude b and hereinafter called bdislocations. The head dislocation of the pile-up in
its initial state under consideration is trapped by
the GB A B (Fig. 1b). Within our model, the head
dislocation splits into several GB dislocations (Fig.
1 c). This splitting process is rather typical in various
materials (see, e.g., [32,33] and references therein),
because it reduces the elastic energy of the
dislocation. The splitting of the GB dislocation into
several GB dislocations involves, in particular, their
diffusion-controlled climb along the GB A B (Fig.
1c).
After the splitting of the head dislocation, the
second dislocation of the pile-up moves towards the
GB layer A B where it is trapped (Fig. 1d) and
then splits into several GB dislocations (Fig. 1e).
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The process in question repeatedly occurs and leads
to formation of a GB dislocation wall AB of finite
extent at the GB A B (Fig. 1f). That is, as a result
of the consequent splitting processes of
dislocations belonging to the pile-up, a locally nonequilibrium GB is formed which has a local segment
AB specified by a high density of extra GB
dislocations (Fig. 1f). In a first approximation, we
assume that the density of the extra GB dislocations
is constant at the GB fragment AB of length L (Fig.
1f). In the circumstances discussed, for the aims of
our further analysis focused on strain energy
characteristics of the extra GB dislocations, the GB
dislocation wall AB is effectively represented as a
dipole of wedge disclinations located at points A
and B R UdaVTZ
W
Z
VUSjUZ
dT]
ZRe
Z de
c
V Xe
Ydn
unambiguously defined by parameters (Burgers
vector and period) of the wall of the extra GB
dislocations (Fig. 1g). Hereinafter, such disclinations
hZ
]
]
SVTR]
]
VUn -disclinations. This representation
based on the theory of disclinations in solids [34]
simplifies our analysis and, at the same time,
catches all the essential aspects of the problem
under examination.
In the framework of the suggested model,
following the approach [29-31], formation of a new
nanograin at the GB A B occurs through stressdriven splitting of the GB fragment AB into an
immobile fragment AB and a mobile GB fragment
CD that migrates within the adjacent grain (Fig. 1h).
In terms of disclinations, this process is described
as stress-driven splitting of the dipole AB Wn disclinations into an immobile dipole AB Wn + ) - disclinations (wedge disclinations specified
Sjd
e
c
V Xe
Ydn - + ) and a mobile dipole CD of
n- )-disclinations (wedge disclinations specified
Sjde
c
V Xe
Ydn- )) that move within the adjacent
grain (Fig. 1h). Here is the tilt misorientation of
GB segments AC and BD that are formed due to
shear coupled to stress-driven migration of GB CD.
More precisely, in spirit of the approach [35-40],
when the GB CD migrates under the shear stress
action, plastic shear coupled to the migration can
occur in direction parallel with the GB CD (Fig. 1h).
The coupled shear is localized within the region
ABCD swept by the migrating GB CD, in which case
the shear is unfinished at the segments AC and
BD. As a corollary, in the general situation, the
segments AC and BD can be viewed as finite walls
of noncrystallographic dislocations whose Burgers
vectors are associated with the unfinished shear
(Fig. 1h). The finite walls of noncrystallographic
dislocations AC and BD in their turn are logically
treated as GB dislocation segments specified by
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Fig. 1. Formation of both locally non-equilibrium grain boundary and new nanograin at this boundary due to
transformations of dislocation pile-up in ultrafine-grained solid (schematically). (a) A two-dimensional section
of an ultrafine-grained specimen consisting of ultrafine grains divided by grain boundaries. The specimen is
under tensile load and contains a pileup of lattice edge dislocations stopped by grain boundary A B .
Figures (b-e) highlight both evolution of the pile-up of lattice dislocations through their transformations to
grain boundary dislocations and formation of new nanograin. (b) The head dislocation (1) of the pile-up in its
initial state is trapped by the grain boundary A B . (c). The head dislocation splits into several grain
boundary dislocations The splitting process involves, in particular, diffusion-controlled climb of grain boundary
dislocations along the grain boundary A B . (d) After the splitting of the head dislocation, the second
dislocation (2) of the pile-up moves towards the grain boundary layer A B where it is trapped. (e) Then the
second dislocation splits into several grain boundary dislocations. (f) The splitting processes repeatedly
occur and lead to formation of a grain boundary dislocation wall AB of finite extent at the grain boundary
A B . That is, as a result of the consequent splitting processes of dislocations belonging to the pile-up, a
locally non-equilibrium grain boundary is formed which has a local segment AB specified by a high density
of extra grain boundary dislocations. (g) The finite wall of extra grain boundary dislocations is modeled as a
UZ
a]
VW
hVUXVn -disclinations (triangles) A and B Y IYVUZ
a]
VW
n -disclinations splits into immobile
dipole of n - + )-disclinations (A and B R U SZ
]
VUZ
a]
VW
n- )-disclinations (C and D) that move
in adjacent grain interior over the distance p. As a result, new nanograin ABCD is formed; for details, see
text.
the tilt misorientation which, in the context discussed, characterizes the shear coupled to stressdriven migration of GB CD.

(Note that, in general, both the situations with
+ > and + < can come into play during
the nanograin formation process. In our further
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calculations, both these situations are automatically
taken into account. At the same time, for definiteness, Fig. 1h illustrates the only former situation
where the nanograin formation process produces
immobile disclinations specified by the strengths
- + R Uo - + ) (Fig. 1h) having the same
sign as the strengths
R U o of the initial
disclinations located at A and B, respectively
(Fig. 1g).)
Thus, according to our model, formation of a new
nanograin at the GB A B occurs through stressdriven splitting of the GB fragment AB into an
immobile fragment AB and a mobile GB fragment
CD that migrates within the adjacent grain and
produces GB segments AC and BD due to the
unfinished plastic shear coupled to the migration
process (Fig. 1h). As a result, the new nanograin
ABCD is formed (Fig. 1h). Also, the migration of the
GB segment CD with wedge disclinations (specified
Sjde
c
V Xe
Ydn- ) at its vortices, C and D, over
the distance p carries plastic flow characterized by
both p R Ue
YVUZ
dT]
ZRe
Z de
c
V Xe
Ydn- ). The
plastic deformation work under the shear stress
serves as the key driving force for the new nanograin
formation. The generation of the new disclinations
at vortices A, B, C, and D contributes to the
hampering force for the new nanograin formation.
So does the formation of the new GB segment AC
and BD whose energies should be taken into
account in the hampering force.
The nanograin ABCD formation (Figs. 1g and 1h)
is characterized by the energy change W = W2 W1 of the defect configuration. Here W1 and W2 are
the energies of the defect configuration in its initial
and final states, respectively (see Figs. 1g and 1h,
respectively). The nanograin formation is
energetically favorable, if W < 0. Let us calculate
the energy change W which has the nine basic
terms:
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where D = G[2(1 - )] (with G being the shear
modulus and being the Poisson ratio), and R is
the screening radius for stress fields created by the
disclination dipoles.

of the elastic interaction
The energy E 2
SVe
hVV e
YVUZ
a]
VW
n- )-disclinations and the
UZ
a]
V Wn - + )-disclinations can be written
by the following formula obtained from expressions
presented in Refs. [29,42]:
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The interaction energies E1 , E 2 , and E 2
are calculated as the works spent to generation of
the pile-up of lattice b- dislocations in the stress
W
Z
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UdTc
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VUSje
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d
T
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ZRe
Z dR Un - + )-disclinations,
respectively; see, e.g., [43]. In doing so, we find:
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the energy of the elastic interaction between the
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a]
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where nc is the number of b-dislocations in the pileup, xi = lagi / are the coordinates of equilibrium po-
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sitions of the b-dislocations composing the pile-up,
and lagj are the Laguerre coefficients [44].
We assume that the GBs BC, AD, and CD are
characterized by the same specific (per unit area)
energy gb whose value is typical for high-angle GBs.
With this assumption, the sum specific energy of
the GBs BC, AD, and CD is as follows:

2 p L

E

gb

.

(9)

The energy E is calculated as the following work
spent by the external shear stress on movement
We
YVUZ
a]
V Wn - )-disclinations over the
distance p:


E
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With formulas (1)-(10), the total energy change
W is written as:
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Let us analyze the energy change W (given by
formula (11)) as a function of parameters
characterizing the system under consideration. To
do so, in the exemplary cases of ultrafine-grained
Co (cobalt), Al (aluminum), and -Al2O3 (saphire),
we calculate the energy change W as a function
of both the disclination strength  of the mobile
dipole CD W
n- )-disclinations and the distance
p moved by the migrating GB CD, for various values
of the misorientation parameter . In our
calculations, we exploit the following characteristics
of materials under examination: G = 75 GPa,
Co
= 0.31, bCo = 0.204 nm [45], and gb = 0.7 J/m2
[45], in the case of Co; G = 26.5 GPa, = 0.34,
Al
bAl = 0.286 nm [46], and gb = 0.4J/m2 [47], in the
case of Al; and G = 169 GPa, = 0.23 [48], bAl2O3=
Al O
0.475 nm [49], and gb = 0.5 J/m2 [50], in the case
of -Al2O3. Values of other parameters characterizing
the system are taken as: = 5l
, = 0.7 GPa, for
Co; = 0.5 GPa, for Al; and = 1.0 GPa, for -Al2O3.
We calculated the dependences W(,p) and
presented them as maps in Fig. 2, for nc = 5 and L =
5 nm, and Fig. 3, for nc = 20 and L = 20 nm a. As it
follows from the maps (Figs. 2 and 3), the nanograin
2

3
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formation associated with the splitting of
disclinations (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3) is energetically
favorable, if the disclination strength w is in the range
of C1< < C2, where C1 and C2 are some critical
values. Also, when D Xchde
YVZe
Vc
g
R]W
p
W
Rgc
RS]
Vq
values of (values at which thew nangrain formation
is energetically favorable) shifts towards large values
of . For instance, for = 0.3, one has 22l
< <56l
in the case of Co (Fig. 2a), 22l
< <55lin the case
of Al (Fig. 2b), and 21l
<  <60lin the case of
-Al2O3 (Fig. 2c). At the same time, for = 0.5, we
have 34l
<  <67lin the case of Co (Fig. 2d),
36l
<  <66lin the case of Al (Fig. 2e) and
32l
< <71lin the case of -Al2O3 (Fig. 2f). Note
that the discussed intervals for ultrafine-grained
ceramic -Al2O3 (21l
< <60land 32l
< <71l
; see
Figs. 2c and 2f, respectively) are wider than those
(22l
< <56land 26l
< <55l
, and 34l
< <67land
36l
< <66l
; see Figs. 2a and 2b, and Figs. 2d and
2e, respectively) for ultrafine-grained metals, Co and
Al.
Also, the maps presented in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3
are indicative of the fact that the migration of the
GB CD is energetically favorable until the distance
p moved by this GB reaches some equilibrium value
of peq, corresponding to a local minimum of the
function W(p). For instance, in the case of ultrafinegrained Co, the equilibrium distance peq = 16 nm,
for = 23l
, nc = 5, and L = 5 (Fig. 2a), and peq = 16
nm, for = 36l
, nc = 20, and L = 20 (Fig. 3a). Thus,
with these values, the new nanograin ABCD, in the
former case (Fig. 2a), represents an elongated
rectangular grain with linear sizes 5 nm and 16nm
(Fig. 2a) and, in the second case (Fig. 3a), is
approximately equiaxial rectangular grain having
sizes 20 nm and 16 nm. The latter case predicted
in our theoretical work is well consistent with the
experimental observation [27] of nanograins
nucleated at GBs in Co and specified by
approximately equiaxial shape with linear sizes being
around 20 nm.
Let us calculate dependences of the energy
change W on the nanograin width L at the same
values of parameters characterizing the system, as
with the previous situation, and for = 30l
, = 0.3,
and p = 2 nm. These dependences are presented in
Fig. 4 for nc = 5 (Fig. 4a) and nc = 20 (Fig. 4b) in the
cases of ultrafine-grained Al (curve 1), Co (curve 2)
and -Al2O3 (curve 3). As it follows from Fig. 4, when
the nanograin width L (or, in other terms, the size of
a local non-equilibrium GB fragment generated due
to transformations of a dislocation pile-up; see Fig.
1 a-e) increases, the nanograin formation is
hampered. At some critical value of L = Lc, the
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Fig. 2. Dependences (maps) of the energy change W on both the disclination strength of mobile dipole
Wn- )-disclinations and the distance p moved by this dipole, for various values of the misorientation
parameter and nc = 5 nm, L = 5 nm in the cases of Co (a, d), Al (b, e), and -Al2O3 (c, f).

Fig. 3. Dependences (maps) of the energy change W on both the disclination strength of mobile dipole
Wn- )-disclinations and the distance p moved by this dipole, for various values of the misorientation
parameter and nc = 20 nm, L = 20 nm in the cases of Co (a, d), Al (b, e) and -Al2O3 (c, f).
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by newly nucleated grain. The suggested theoretical representations on plastic flow occurring through
nucleation of nanograins at GBs in ultrafine-grained
materials are well consistent with both the
experimental observation [27] of nanograins
nucleated at GBs in cobalt.
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